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What Does it Take to be a Good 400m 

Runner?
• Speed

– Acceleration, maximum speed, speed endurance

• Strength

• Power

• Aerobic fitness

• Anaerobic power

• Running technique
– Efficient sprint technique

– Maintenance of posture under fatigue

• Sense of pace and rhythm

• Mental toughness

So many qualities to build, what 

should we focus on?

• “Separate the need to do from the nice to do”

– Gary Winckler

• What are most important qualities to build?

• Which workouts can achieve multiple goals?

• How often do you need to work on each 

quality to improve it? to maintain it?
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Keys to Success

1. Speed is the limiting factor in how far an athlete can go
– All 400m runners are sprinters!

2. Must learn a sense of pacing and rhythm

3. Learn how to hold posture under fatigue
– Minimize the damage

– There is a technical component to finishing strong, it’s not just 
fitness

4. Design training for the type of athlete you have
– People tend to respond to training their strengths vs. improving 

weaknesses

– Speed vs. Endurance type

– Men vs. women differences

Importance of Speed

• Speed is the limiting factor in determining 

potential in the 400m

Importance of Speed
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Importance of Speed

• Teach good running technique 
– Maximum velocity mechanics, acceleration, block 

clearance

– Need to be fresh to work on speed or technique

• Teach good technique, then the ability to maintain it

• Include speed work regularly (2-3x/week)
– Can tag it onto speed endurance workouts (before, not 

after)

• Work on some aspect of speed all times of the season
– It’s never too early to start

– Methods might be different at different points in the year

– Use it or lose it

Pacing:  Is there a kick in the 400m?

Pacing

• No one running at their potential is actually 
accelerating during the last 100m

• Peak speed is usually reached in the 50-100m segment

– The rest of the race is controlled deceleration

• Increased effort is required to maintain speed, or 
decelerate less than others

– This is a skill to be trained

– Include training runs with negative splits or even splits

• Time each 100m or 200m segment

– Have the expectation that the last run of tempo workouts 
is the fastest
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How fast should the athlete take it out?

• A very general guideline

– First 200m = (200m time) + 1s, the second 200m is 

2 s slower than the first

• 400m runner with a 200m PR of 23.00 = 24.0 + 26.0 = 

50.0

• Only works for athletes who have put in the work to be 

good 400m runners

– Your 100/200m sprinters on the 4x400m may need to go out 

more conservatively

* Speed Reserve = T200 – 200 Season Best

Speed Reserve

• Speed reserve is a measure of the relative speed the 400m 
runner is running in comparison to their maximum speed
– A measure of percentage effort

– Speed reserve = (time through 200m) - (200m season best)

– The better the speed reserve the easier it feels to run a pace 
less than maximum

• a 22.0 200m sprinter can run the first 200m in 23.0 much easier than a 
22.5 sprinter

• Endurance Type 400m runners run closer to their 200m 
best in the opening 200m

• Sprint types 400m runners have a high speed reserve and 
go out relatively slower than their best

• Elite 400m runners can go out at a pace closer to their best 
200m
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Holding Posture Under Fatigue

• Proper pacing is very important in holding posture in the latter part 
of the race

– Extreme fatigue makes it difficult to hold posture

• Maintaining technique under fatigue can be learned

• What is good posture?

– Pelvis neutral

– Maintenance of relatively high knee lift

– Shin vertical at touchdown

– Knees fairly close together at instant of touchdown

– Knee bent at last moment of ground contact

– Stride relatively circular (trace ankle in side view)

– Vertical pushing
• Need to create enough air time to reposition limbs for next ground contact

• Bouncy

Holding Posture Under Fatigue (cont.)

– Signs of poor posture

• Pelvis anteriorly tilted (butt out)

• Arched back

• High back kick

• Knee locks out behind athlete

• Negative shin angle at moment of touchdown

• Chin tilted up

• Low knee lift

• Excessively long ground contact times

• Large distance between knees at instant of touchdown

– Sign of braking

Keys to Teach Posture Under Fatigue

• Train to the point of manageable fatigue

– Run to the point technique can be maintained 

with some difficulty but not far beyond

– Don’t do garbage work

– When the athlete can’t run with decent technique 

cut off a rep, shorten the distance on the next 

repetition, or have them run slower

– As athlete improves endurance, they can hold 

good posture for a longer period
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Design Training for the Athlete you Have

• Responses to training are specific to the individual

• Endurance 400m types may need more endurance work

• Speed 400m types may need more speed work

• Maximize strengths vs. developing weakness
– Tend to get more bang for your buck maximizing strengths

– People tend to enjoy what they are good at and put more effort 
into it

• Difficult with large groups to design specific training for 
each athlete
– The endurance type might do some workouts with 400/800 

types

– The sprint type may do some workouts with the 100/200 types

Types of Endurance Workouts

• Workouts to teach pacing and rhythm
– Event runs of 350-300m

• Run 100m splits expected in 400m race

• 40s is a key area to work on for 400m runners
– Point when lactate is high but manageable

– Allows multiple runs in a training session (2-3)

– Split runs
• 300m at race pace, rest 90s then 100m all out

• 250m at race pace rest 90s then 150 all out

• 200m at race pace, rest 60s then 200m all out

– Intensive tempo runs
• 5 x 200m in 27s with 5min rest (similar time to last 200m of 

400m)

Types of Endurance Workouts (cont.)

• Workouts to teach increasing effort under 

fatigue

– Negative split runs

• 300m with first 200m in 30s, then last 100m in 13s

– Even pace runs

• Try to hit even splits for entire run 300-600m

– As fatigue sets in, more effort is required to maintain same 

pace

– Call out splits every 100 or 200m
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• All of the above workouts teach posture under 
fatigue if they are done with the correct pacing 
for the athletes ability level
– Coach must remind athletes constantly of their 

technique

– Give paces that the athletes can achieve (be 
conservative and gradual)

• Workout should feel like a success

– Adjust workout if necessary so posture can be 
maintained

• Cut a rep off, shorten the distance, lengthen the rest, run a 
slower pace

Types of Endurance Workouts (cont.)
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Glenn Smith
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